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Ages 5-8, Grades K-2 This newly updated, award-winning dictionary gives children confidence as

they learn to read. More than 2,000 entry words are clearly defined, and 850 full-color photographs

and drawings enhance the text for today&#39;s visually sophisticated young readers. Entry words

correlate with the vocabulary found in the curricula for the early primary grades. Hundreds of

engaging feature notes show opposites, rhyming words, and related words. The front matter

includes a guide to using the dictionary that is useful for students, parents, and teachers alike. An

instructive Phonics and Spelling Guide is included in the back-matter section to develop solid

reading and writing skills. This copyright update features new images and example sentences, as

well as a number of entirely new words such as buzz, lump, and numb.
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Our two high school boys began using these four months ago for student planners and they love

them. The school sells planners for them but they are not organized very well, in our opinion,

because there aren't enough rows for all the classes they take and the boxes are too small to write

much. Although this planner is geared for teachers, my students list their classes and Room #'s in

order down the left side (up to 7) and can then view the whole week of all their classes. There is

plenty of room to describe their homework or reminders in larger, legible writing. On the right side,



there is a column of boxes for even more space to list things or elaborate on what they need

to.There were a few extra pages they just ripped out which included seating charts. It has enough

pages for the whole year and the full size pages and thinness of the planner allow for easy storage

in their backpacks.They will never go back to the student planners we've seen. This one is perfect

for them and the cover is even plain which my boys appreciate.

I have 5 daughters and my 2 oldest daughters received this book 38 and 36 years ago. The cover

was different though. When they had children, I made them a moses basket for their baby shower

and filled it with handmade items from when they were born and if their book was too worn, I

ordered them a new one and placed it in with their mittens and rattles and blankets. If you read to

your child with feeling behind the sentence you are reading, their imagination along with the colorful

pictures will let their desire to learn be a pleasure.

Easy to use and comprehend. Kids would find description, examples and sentence with almost

every word. I bought it last year for 1st grade and he is using it again for 2nd.

I like it, it has good definitions with pictures that my 5 years old daughter can easily follow. The

colors are able to help my daughter find the right meaning.

We gave these are gifts for graduating kindergarteners. Lovely dictionary, sturdy, appropriate for

early elementary.

Said good but was like brand new!! Perfect. Very happy with the book and the price.
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